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Revised Narrative for Zoning Map Amendment
Frank Tiegs LLC

Lewis and Clark Ranch
West Richland, Washington

PROJECT SUMMARY
Introduction
This narrative accompanies the zoning map and text amendment application for Frank Tiegs LLC (applicant).
The application package is submitted to the City of West Richland (City) in accordance with Title 14 of the
West Richland Municipal Code (WRMC). An application for a comprehensive plan land text and map
amendment is submitted simultaneously with the request for the zoning text and map amendment. The
applicant acknowledges and understands that the zoning map amendment application will be processed
separately from, and after, the comprehensive plan land use text and map amendment are approved.
Site Information
The project property (site) comprises 27 tax lots, totaling 7,653 acres. The site does not have an address, but it
is identified by the county assessor as Parcel IDs 109074000000000, 109074000000000, 110071000003000,
110073000000000, 115070000000000, 116071000000000, 117073000000000, 119073000000000,
120071000000000, 121070000000000, 122071000001000, 123072000008000, 122073000002001,
123073000016002, 125073000002000, 126071000002002, 126071000002005, 127070000000000,
128071000000000, 12907100000000, 130071000000000, 131071000001001, 33071000001000,
134071000000000, 13407100000000, 135071000001000, and 136072000000000.
Generally, the site has Ruppert Road as its southern boundary, the Yakima River as the western boundary. The
northern boundary of the site are parcels 109071000000000 and 110071000003000. The eastern boundary
follows the city limits line and Harrington Road. A vicinity map can be found on Figure 1 and Figure 2 contains
a map with the parcels.
The southeast 750 acres of the site has existing land use map classifications of high density residential
(HD-RES), medium density residential (MD-RES), high intensity commercial (H-COM) and low intensity
commercial (L-COM),) with corresponding zones of multifamily residential (MR), medium density residential
(RM-6), commercial general (CG), and commercial limited (CL).
The remaining 6,903 acres is designated urban transition. The urban transition designation is assigned to
lands that are to be held in a transition status during the 20-year planning period of the comprehensive plan.
This portion of the site is currently undeveloped and is being used for agricultural purposes. The site does not
contain any structures or buildings. Vegetation is that associated with farm crops during the growing season.
Figure 3 and Figure 7 contain the current comprehensive plan designation and the current zoning.
Surrounding Uses and Zones
The uses and zones surrounding the site are noted as follows:
Table 1. Surrounding Uses and Zones
Direction

Uses

Jurisdiction

Zone*

North

Agriculture/residential

Benton County

RL-5

South

Agriculture, houses, and urban
development

City of West Richland

RM-6, CG, CL, and MR

East

Urban development

Benton County
City of West Richland

RL-5
RM-6, RM-10, MR, MHP

West

Open space

Benton County

Park District and RL-5

*See below for zone abbreviations
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Project Description
The applicant wishes to revise the zoning to conform with the approved comprehensive plan amendments
which are being processed under a separate request. Under WRMC 14.09.080 Amendment Applications, C.9,
the rezone application will be processed separately from, and after, the comprehensive plan amendment.
As currently envisioned, the site zoning will include community commercial (CG), commercial limited (CL) city
park (CP), light industrial (LI), multifamily residential (MR), mixed use (MU), neighborhood commercial (NC),
low density residential (RL-20), low density residential (RL-40), medium density residential (RM-10), and
medium density residential (RM-6). The proposed zoning map can be found on Figure 8.
The applicant specifically requests the following:
Table 2. Proposed Zone Acreages
Zone

Approximate Acreage

Approximate % of Site

CP

726

9%

CG

312

4%

CL

494

6%

NC

196

3%

LI

625

8%

New Mixed-Use Zone

852

11%

MR
RM-10
RM-6
RL-20
RL-40

549
1,348
751
730
1,035

7%
18%
10%
9%
14%

CHAPTER 17.78 AMENDMENTS AND REZONING
17.78.010 Amendments and Types
A. Whenever public necessity, convenience, and general welfare require, the boundaries of the zones
established on maps or by ordinance, the classification of property uses therein, or the provisions of this title
may be amended in accordance with the provisions of this chapter. Amendments to the comprehensive plan
are addressed in Chapter 14.09 WRMC.
Response: The applicant has requested a comprehensive plan map and text amendment which would allow
the proposed zoning map amendments and text amendment to provide a MU zone for areas other than the
downtown.
B. There shall be three types of amendments to the zones established by maps or by ordinances or to the
classification of property and the provisions of this title.
1

Area-Wide Rezone. A rezone shall be treated as an area-wide rezone when:
a.

It is initiated by the city and a significant class of property is similarly affected by the proposed
rezone; and

b.

It is either:
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i

Based upon an adopted or ongoing comprehensive planning process or undertaken to ensure
compliance with or to implement the provisions of the Growth Management Act; or

ii.

Part of process that includes amending text of this title where such amendments will have
significant impact on a large area of the city.

2.

Site-Specific Rezone. A rezone will be treated as a site-specific rezone when it does not meet the
requirements of the area-wide rezone as set forth above, or when the rezone is initiated by the property
owner for a specific parcel or parcels of property, and the rezone will not have area-wide impact.

3.

Amendments to the text of this title.

Response: The applicant is requesting a site-specific rezone and a zoning text amendment. It has been
initiated by the property owner for specific parcels.
17.78.020 Amendment – Initiation Methods
Amendments to the text of this title or the reclassification of zoning or boundaries of zones may be initiated by
the following methods:
A. Amendments to the text of this title are considered legislative in nature, and may be initiated by the
following methods:
1

By adoption of a motion by the city council requesting the planning commission to consider an
amendment to the text of this title, and thereafter make recommendations to the city council concerning
the same; or

2.

By adoption of a motion by the planning commission recommending an amendment to the text of this
title to the city council; or

3.

By recommendation of the community development director following consideration by the planning
commission.

Response: The applicant has met with the Community Development Manager and has requested the
proposed text amendment to add a new mixed-use zone be considered by the Planning Commission.
The proposal is to adopt a new variant of the downtown mixed-use (DMU) zoning designation. The proposal
is to allow a variety of uses within a single zoning designation. The intent is to combine complementary land
uses to create accessible commercial/neighborhood nodes to accommodate all users regardless of their
abilities and create an area that allows for pedestrian access between residential and commercial, service uses,
and places of employment.
B. The amendments to or the reclassification of zoning or boundaries of zones for parcels of property may be
initiated by the following methods:
1.

By adoption of a motion by the city council requesting the planning commission consider an
amendment, conduct an open record hearing thereon, and thereafter recommend to the city council; or

2.

By adoption of a motion by the planning commission recommending the amendment to the city council
following an open records hearing; or

3.

By the verified application of one or more owners of property which is proposed to be rezoned.

Response: The applicant is the owner of the Lewis and Clark Ranch. The application includes documentation
that the applicant owns all the property that is the subject of this application.
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17.78.030 Open Records Hearings – Notification Requirements
Notification for amendments to boundaries of zones, for reclassification of property or for amendment to this
title shall be given as follows:
A. Area-Wide Rezone. An area-wide rezone is a legislative action, requiring notice of the public hearing in
accordance with the requirements of Chapter 14.03 WRMC and RCW 36.70A.035.
Response: The applicant is aware of the notification requirements and acknowledges that written notice of
the public hearing for the proposed site-specific rezone shall be provided by the City as outlined in WRMC
Title 14.
17.78.040 Site-Specific Rezones – Application Requirements
A. The owner of any land, or his/her authorized agent, desiring a site-specific rezone of property shall present
to the city community development department an application signed and acknowledged by him or her on
forms provided by the city, setting forth in detail his or her proposal. In addition, the applicant shall submit
dimensional drawings delineating the proposed rezone and shall submit such specific detail with regard to
the application as is established by the administrator. In addition, the applicant shall submit with the
application a report from a title insurance company showing the current names and addresses of all
property owners within the area proposed for rezone.
Response: The application form provided by the City has been completed and included as part of the
submittal. The submittal also contains a narrative detailing compliance with the comprehensive plan and
applicable codes, as well as maps and figures delineating the proposed zoning.
B. The administrator shall forward the completed application to the city planning commission if the
administrator determines that the proposed rezone is consistent with the West Richland comprehensive plan.
Response: The applicant has requested a comprehensive plan and text amendment which is basis for the
proposed zoning text and map amendment. The following information details consistency with the goals and
policies and strategies of the comprehensive plan. These are addressed in greater detail in the comprehensive
plan text and map amendment application.
Land Use Goals:
Goal A. Demonstrate regard for private property owner’s rights in all planning efforts.
Response: A private property owner owns the site. In adhering to the procedures and processes adopted by
the comprehensive plan and WRMC that require a detailed review of the proposed amendment and public
hearings, the property rights of the private property owner are being protected and regard is being
demonstrated. The proposed amendment is consistent with this land use goal.
Goal J. Ensure compatibility of residential development with established and projected land use patterns.
Response: The development pattern is designed to ensure compatibility of residential development with the
proposed nonresidential uses within the project as well as the surrounding properties. The proposed land use
patterns are designed to provide buffering between dissimilar type uses by providing less-intensive uses
between high-intensity uses and residential development. This provides a gradual transitioning of uses from a
high-intensity commercial/industrial, to a less-intense commercial, with high-density types of housing
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immediately adjacent to the commercial and lesser densities of housing radiating from the higher intensities
of housing.
17.78.050 Public Hearings and Decision – Legislative Actions
Zoning ordinance text amendments and area-wide rezones are legislative actions, to be heard and decided as
outlined in the procedures of WRMC Title 14.
Response: The applicant is aware of decision process outlined in WRMC Title 14.
Land Use Policies and Strategies:
Policy and Strategy 2. Encourage property owner and resident participation in the creation of local plans
for public improvements, zoning, and other planning concerns.
Response: WRMC Chapter 14.09 requires public hearings with the Planning Commission and City Council to
offer property owners and residents the opportunity to participate in the amendment request. O nce the
application has been deemed complete, staff will schedule the public hearing dates and property owners will
be notified by mail of the hearing considering the request. This amendment is consistent with this land use
policy and strategy.
Policy and Strategy 4. Avoid sprawl by concentrating growth within easily accessible neighborhoods to
create a safe and beautiful community that is easy and comfortable to travel within.
Response: The applicant is proposing future layout for arterials and connectors through the site. In addition,
the applicant has expanded that plan and included an entire street network for the site (see Figure 5). The
existing street network, in conjunction with the City’s future planned network and the applicant’s plan, will
ensure development of the site into easily accessible neighborhoods through Ruppert Road, Keene Road,
Belmont Drive and the other planned arterials, collectors, local streets, and pathways. Keene Road provides
connection to W Van Giesen Street, which is also a principal arterial, and with the future extension of Paradise
Way, which is a minor arterial. Sidewalks will be installed as part of the street construction. The site is adjacent
to other RM-6, MR, MPH, and CG city-designated zones and Park District and RL-5 Benton County zones. The
development of this site and the requested modifications to the zoning map are a natural outgrowth of the
surrounding land use classifications, allowing for residential proximity to commercial uses that will be within
walking or biking distance.
Environmental Policies and Strategies:
Policy and Strategy 1. Review new development in the City with sensitivity to environmental issues.
Response: A completed environmental checklist (State Environmental Policy Act or SEPA) is included with this
application package. Future development will account for the critical aquifer recharge area and wetlands with
appropriate reviews, studies, and protections.
Housing Policies and Strategies:
Policy and Strategy 20. Encourage higher density single-family neighborhoods near commercial centers
and other facilities/services to support and encourage non-motorized options.
Response: The proposed amendment proposes HD-RES adjacent to the proposed commercial centers.
Having the HD-RES immediately adjacent to the commercial areas ensures that these higher-density
neighborhoods will have access to commercial services within walking and biking distance.
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Utilities Goals:
Goal 1. Coordinate utility, land use, and transportation planning so that utilities are available or can be
provided to serve in a manner that is fiscally and environmentally responsible, aesthetically acceptable
to the community, and safe for nearby inhabitants.
Response: As part of the review process of future development actions and applications, utilities and street
plans will be submitted for review and approval. Construction of the improvements shown in those approved
plans will then commence.
Policy and Strategy F. Work with purveyors of public services to provide facilities and services concurrent
with development.
Response: While this application does not seek any development, future applications will be for development.
At the time of submittal of those future development applications, the applicant of those applications will
work with the City to extend water and sewer lines to provide services for such development.
17.78.060 Public Hearings and Decision – Site-Specific Rezones
Site-specific rezones are to follow the procedures outlined in WRMC Title 14.
Response: The applicant is aware of decision process outlined in WRMC Title 14. The request is a site-specific
rezone. Accordingly, the procedures for a Type III application will be followed and this is acknowledged
accordingly by the applicant.
17.78.070 Rezoning Request – Criteria
A. The unique characteristics, if any, of the property or circumstances of the owner.
Response: The project site contains 7,653 acres which is within the city limits. The site adjoins the Yakima
River on the west and developed areas to the east. There are no structures on the site. The combination of the
physical features and the applicant’s desire to initiate new urban development which includes a range of
residential densities, commercial, industrial, and open space is unique.
B.

Any hardship that may result in the event the rezone is not granted.

Response: As indicated in the Development Forecast for Red Mountain Property (Development Forecast), the
current zoning pattern will likely lead to an overabundance of commercial land in relation to residential land.
This may create a shortage in housing. Additionally, there is the risk that the commercial-zoned land may sit
vacant and undeveloped (because of the possible glut of unwanted commercial space) creating economic
hardship for the applicant.
C.

The manner in which the proposed rezone conforms to patterns in adjacent zones.

Response: The adjacent zone to the north is Benton County zoning RL-5. To the west, across the Yakima
River, is Benton County zoning Park District. Along the southwest boundary is Benton County zoning RL. To
the south is City of West Richland zoning RM-6, MR, and CG. To the east is City of West Richland zoning
RM-10, MR, CG, and Manufacture Home Park (MH-P).
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The development pattern is designed to ensure compatibility with adjoining uses. The proposed land use
patterns are generally designed to provide buffering between dissimilar zoning by providing less-intensive
uses between high-intensity and lower-intensity development. This provides a transitioning of uses from a
high-intensity commercial/industrial, to a less-intense commercial, with high-density types of housing
immediately adjacent to the commercial and lesser densities of housing radiating from the higher intensities
of housing.
Overall, the goal is to provide commercial development transitioning from higher intensity to a lesser intensity
of a new mixed-use zone, followed by higher to lesser intense residential uses. That same concept applies to
adjacent properties in that the site’s transitioned from higher to lesser intense uses eventually results in the
lesser intense use adjacent to an adjoining property’s more intense use. The result will be transitions from
higher to lesser intensity of uses in all directions in the far future. It is the intent of the proposed changes to
meet that goal.
D.

Any beneficial or adverse effects the granting or denial of the rezone would have on adjacent or
surrounding zones.

Response: The proposed zones and uses are consistent with the current uses and zones of the adjacent and
surrounding zones. This will be of benefit to the surrounding area by providing compatibility and consistency
in zoning. Compatibility and consistency in zoning means that incompatible uses will not be adjacent to each
other, thus fostering increased livability and quality of life. The creation of commercial areas in near proximity
to residential zones serves all the residents in the area, not just the site, by providing commercial uses within
walking and biking distance of both the existing and future residences.
E.

Any beneficial or adverse effects the granting or denial of the rezone would have in relation to the overall
purpose and intent of the comprehensive plan and this title.

Response: The first page of the comprehensive plan notes that the purpose and intent of the plan is to
establish a long-term vision and plan for managing the city’s natural and built environment. The vision states
that the City is a “thriving community that has retained its welcoming, neighborly character” and “grows in
sensible and intentional patterns around established nodes of commercial activity.” The proposed zone
changes further this by allowing the City the opportunity to reevaluate the site’s current zon ing in relation to
the recently approved The Heights at Red Mountain Ranch and the zoning and residential uses farther to the
east of the site. When looking at the long-term vision, reducing sprawl and fostering increases in physical
activity which occurs when residents can walk to destinations and local services are objectives of that vision as
discussed on page 16 of the Comprehensive Plan. Page 56 of the Comprehensive Plan notes that a high rate
of home ownership is “highly desirable, as home ownership may foster neighborhood stability and protect
against neighborhood decline.” In summary, the proposed zone change will be consistent with the
surrounding zones and uses, it will be a natural extension of the already existing and in-process residential
and commercial development to the south, it will provide more housing stock for home ownership, it will
provide a variety of housing types for those not seeking home ownership, and it will provide a transitioned
node of higher to lesser intense uses eventually joining existing and future higher to lesser intense uses. All
these features serve to fulfill the City’s vision of creating that thriving community with a welcoming and
neighborly character.
F.

The benefits or detriments accruing to the city which would result from the granting or denial of this special
permit.
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Response: The main benefit to approving this request is the opportunity to provide more housing and more
neighborhood-oriented commercial service areas around arterial and collector extensions. The approval will
result in a greater area allowed for residential use, with a variety of housing types. This will serve the growing
population and increased demand for housing. The other main benefit is the fostering of full occupancy and
utilization of commercial property. Without the requested zoning to reduce commercial and increase
residential, the City will have an overabundance of commercial land in relation to residential land. This may
create a shortage in housing. Additionally, there is the risk that the commercial-zoned land may sit vacant and
undeveloped (because of the possible glut of unwanted commercial space). Undeveloped land is taxed at a
lower rate than developed land, which creates less revenue for the City. Another benefit to the City, then, to
approving the request is increased revenue from property tax dollars resulting from the developed land.
G.

Whether the proposed rezone represents a better use of the land from the standpoint of the comprehensive
plan than the original zone.

Response: The following excerpt from page 10 of the Development Forecast explains why the proposed
rezone is a better use of the land than the current zoning.
“The most evident potential problem with the current zoning is the disproportionate amount of
commercial land in relation to the projected local population and housing. Due to the distance to the
freeway, even with the new proposed connection, the subject property is not likely to become a regional
retail destination and retail markets are transitioning rapidly, and are in decline nat ionally, due to online
shopping and other market trends. Office space is also in decline nationally and is increasingly considered
obsolete in today’s shifting market.
Over 3.6 million square feet of potential retail and office commercial space on the subject property is an
unrealistic aspiration, even over a 20-year time frame.”
The Development Forecast discusses national retail market and national office market trends and their decline
in more detail on pages 22 and 23. Regional competition for the different markets and housing is discussed
from pages 23 through 34. The Development Forecast concludes with a recommendation of utilizing its “best
case high growth scenario” to enable fulfillment of the City’s vision “to become a more diversified and
balanced community with a tax base that is supported by a variety of other land uses that inc ludes multifamily
housing and commercial, especially retail commercial.”
H.

Whether the proposed rezone represents spot zoning and whether a larger area should be considered.

Response: The proposal is to review the zoning of 7,653 acres. This is a substantial area and is not a spot
zone.
I.

Impacts on the environment and public safety.

Response: The application package includes a completed SEPA checklist as a non-project action. Any
development of, on, or to the site must comply with all state and federal environmental regulations, including
completion of a SEPA checklist specific to that development action project.
Environmental studies will be performed on the site as part of the planned action Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS).
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Engineering for water and sewer will be prepared and reviewed by the City prior to any construction activities.
The requested amendment does not change the fact that the site is already part of the City with city land use
classifications and zone designations, slated for development. The land use classifications and zone
designations are being reapportioned to be more in line with projected demands for housing in relation to
commercial uses.
Regarding parks, new parks will be planned and constructed as part of future development applications.
Police protection is currently provided by the West Richland Police Department and fire protection is provided
by Benton County Fire District #4. Such protection will continue. The site is located within the Richland School
District, which provides public school services for the area.
17.78.100 City Council – Power to Initiate Zoning Change – Procedure
When it deems it to be in the public interest, the city council may initiate consideration of an amendment or a
reclassification.
Response: The applicant is not requesting the City Council to initiate this zone change.
17.78.120 Nonregulatory Amendment – No Public Hearing Required
The correction of scrivener’s errors or typographic errors or omissions that does not impose, remove, or modify
any regulation theretofore existing and affecting the zoning status of land or buildings shall be processed in the
same manner prescribed by this chapter for the adoption of other amendments, except that no public hearing
shall be required either by the planning commission or by the city council.
Response: The applicant is not requesting a nonregulatory amendment.
17.78.130 Rezone Petition – Resubmittal After Six-Month Wait Permitted
A petition for rezone which has been disapproved by the city council cannot be resubmitted within six months of
the date of disapproval.
Response: The applicant is aware of this provision.
17.78.170 Planning Commission – Administrative Exception – Lot Line Interpretations
Where the street or lot layout actually on the ground, or as recorded, differs from the street or lot lines as shown
on the zoning map, the planning commission, after notice to the owners of the propert y and after public hearing,
shall interpret the map in such a way as to carry out the intent and purposes of this title. In case of any question
as to the location of any boundary line between zoning districts, a request for interpretation on the zoning map
may be made to the planning commission and a determination shall be made by the planning commission. Such
determination is a Type III action and shall be considered in accordance with the procedures for such actions as
set forth in WRMC Title 14.
Response: The applicant is not requesting a lot line interpretation.
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PROJECT SUMMARY
Introduction
This narrative accompanies the zoning map and text amendment application for Frank Tiegs LLC (applicant).
The application package is submitted to the City of West Richland (City) in accordance with Title 14 of the
West Richland Municipal Code (WRMC). An application for a comprehensive plan land text and map
amendment is submitted simultaneously with the request for the zoning text and map amendment. The
applicant acknowledges and understands that the zoning map amendment application will be processed
separately from, and after, the comprehensive plan land use text and map amendment are approved.
Site Information
The project property (site) comprises 27 tax lots, totaling 7,653 acres. The site does not have an address, but it
is identified by the county assessor as Parcel IDs 109074000000000, 109074000000000, 110071000003000,
110073000000000, 115070000000000, 116071000000000, 117073000000000, 119073000000000,
120071000000000, 121070000000000, 122071000001000, 123072000008000, 122073000002001,
123073000016002, 125073000002000, 126071000002002, 126071000002005, 127070000000000,
128071000000000, 12907100000000, 130071000000000, 131071000001001, 33071000001000,
134071000000000, 13407100000000, 135071000001000, and 136072000000000.
Generally, the site has Ruppert Road as its southern boundary, the Yakima River as the western boundary. The
northern boundary of the site are parcels 109071000000000 and 110071000003000. The eastern boundary
follows the city limits line and Harrington Road. A vicinity map can be found on Figure 1 and Figure 2 contains
a map with the parcels.
The southeast 750 acres of the site has existing land use map classifications of high density residential
(HD-RES), medium density residential (MD-RES), high intensity commercial (H-COM) and low intensity
commercial (L-COM),) with corresponding zones of multifamily residential (MR), medium density residential
(RM-6), commercial general (CG), and commercial limited (CL).
The remaining 6,903 acres is designated urban transition. The urban transition designation is assigned to
lands that are to be held in a transition status during the 20-year planning period of the comprehensive plan.
This portion of the site is currently undeveloped and is being used for agricultural purposes. The site does not
contain any structures or buildings. Vegetation is that associated with farm crops during the growing season.
Figure 3 and Figure 7 contain the current comprehensive plan designation and the current zoning.
Surrounding Uses and Zones
The uses and zones surrounding the site are noted as follows:
Table 1. Surrounding Uses and Zones
Direction

Uses

Jurisdiction

Zone*

North

Agriculture/residential

Benton County

RL-5

South

Agriculture, houses, and urban
development

City of West Richland

RM-6, CG, CL, and MR

Benton County

RL-5

East

Urban development

City of West Richland

RM-6, RM-10, MR, MHP

West

Open space

Benton County

Park District and RL-5

*See below for zone abbreviations
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Project Description
The applicant wishes to revise the zoning to conform with the approved comprehensive plan amendments
which are being processed under a separate request. Under WRMC 14.09.080 Amendment Applications, C.9,
the rezone application will be processed separately from, and after, the comprehensive plan amendment.
As currently envisioned, the site zoning will include community commercial (CG), commercial limited (CL) city
park (CP), light industrial (LI), multifamily residential (MR), mixed use (MU), neighborhood commercial (NC),
low density residential (RL-20), low density residential (RL-40), medium density residential (RM-10), and
medium density residential (RM-6). The proposed zoning map can be found on Figure 8.
The applicant specifically requests the following:
Table 2. Proposed Zone Acreages
Zone

Approximate Acreage

Approximate % of Site

CP

726

9%

CG

312

4%

CL

494

6%

NC

196

3%

LI

625

8%

New Mixed-Use Zone

852

11%

MR
RM-10
RM-6
RL-20
RL-40

549
1,348
751
730
1,035

7%
18%
10%
9%
14%

CHAPTER 17.78 AMENDMENTS AND REZONING
17.78.010 Amendments and Types
A. Whenever public necessity, convenience, and general welfare require, the boundaries of the zones
established on maps or by ordinance, the classification of property uses therein, or the provisions of this title
may be amended in accordance with the provisions of this chapter. Amendments to the comprehensive plan
are addressed in Chapter 14.09 WRMC.
Response: The applicant has requested a comprehensive plan map and text amendment which would allow
the proposed zoning map amendments and text amendment to provide a MU zone for areas other than the
downtown.
B.

There shall be three types of amendments to the zones established by maps or by ordinances or to the
classification of property and the provisions of this title.
1

Area-Wide Rezone. A rezone shall be treated as an area-wide rezone when:
a.

It is initiated by the city and a significant class of property is similarly affected by the proposed
rezone; and

b.

It is either:
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i

Based upon an adopted or ongoing comprehensive planning process or undertaken to ensure
compliance with or to implement the provisions of the Growth Management Act; or

ii.

Part of process that includes amending text of this title where such amendments will have
significant impact on a large area of the city.

2.

Site-Specific Rezone. A rezone will be treated as a site-specific rezone when it does not meet the
requirements of the area-wide rezone as set forth above, or when the rezone is initiated by the property
owner for a specific parcel or parcels of property, and the rezone will not have area-wide impact.

3.

Amendments to the text of this title.

Response: The applicant is requesting a site-specific rezone and a zoning text amendment. It has been
initiated by the property owner for specific parcels.
17.78.020 Amendment – Initiation Methods
Amendments to the text of this title or the reclassification of zoning or boundaries of zones may be initiated by
the following methods:
A. Amendments to the text of this title are considered legislative in nature, and may be initiated by the
following methods:
1

By adoption of a motion by the city council requesting the planning commission to consider an
amendment to the text of this title, and thereafter make recommendations to the city council concerning
the same; or

2.

By adoption of a motion by the planning commission recommending an amendment to the text of this
title to the city council; or

3.

By recommendation of the community development director following consideration by the planning
commission.

Response: The applicant has met with the Community Development Manager and has requested the
proposed text amendment to add a new mixed-use zone be considered by the Planning Commission.
The proposal is to adopt a new variant of the downtown mixed-use (DMU) zoning designation. The proposal
is to allow a variety of uses within a single zoning designation. The intent is to combine complementary land
uses to create accessible commercial/neighborhood nodes to accommodate all users regardless of their
abilities and create an area that allows for pedestrian access between residential and commercial, service uses,
and places of employment.
B.

The amendments to or the reclassification of zoning or boundaries of zones for parcels of property may be
initiated by the following methods:
1.

By adoption of a motion by the city council requesting the planning commission consider an
amendment, conduct an open record hearing thereon, and thereafter recommend to the city council; or

2.

By adoption of a motion by the planning commission recommending the amendment to the city council
following an open records hearing; or

3.

By the verified application of one or more owners of property which is proposed to be rezoned.

Response: The applicant is the owner of the Lewis and Clark Ranch. The application includes documentation
that the applicant owns all the property that is the subject of this application.
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17.78.030 Open Records Hearings – Notification Requirements
Notification for amendments to boundaries of zones, for reclassification of property or for amendment to this
title shall be given as follows:
A. Area-Wide Rezone. An area-wide rezone is a legislative action, requiring notice of the public hearing in
accordance with the requirements of Chapter 14.03 WRMC and RCW 36.70A.035.
Response: The applicant is aware of the notification requirements and acknowledges that written notice of
the public hearing for the proposed site-specific rezone shall be provided by the City as outlined in WRMC
Title 14.
17.78.040 Site-Specific Rezones – Application Requirements
A. The owner of any land, or his/her authorized agent, desiring a site-specific rezone of property shall present
to the city community development department an application signed and acknowledged by him or her on
forms provided by the city, setting forth in detail his or her proposal. In addition, the applicant shall submit
dimensional drawings delineating the proposed rezone and shall submit such specific detail with regard to
the application as is established by the administrator. In addition, the applicant shall submit with the
application a report from a title insurance company showing the current names and addresses of all
property owners within the area proposed for rezone.
Response: The application form provided by the City has been completed and included as part of the
submittal. The submittal also contains a narrative detailing compliance with the comprehensive plan and
applicable codes, as well as maps and figures delineating the proposed zoning.
B.

The administrator shall forward the completed application to the city planning commission if the
administrator determines that the proposed rezone is consistent with the West Richland comprehensive plan.

Response: The applicant has requested a comprehensive plan and text amendment which is basis for the
proposed zoning text and map amendment. The following information details consistency with the goals and
policies and strategies of the comprehensive plan. These are addressed in greater detail in the comprehensive
plan text and map amendment application.
Land Use Goals:
Goal A. Demonstrate regard for private property owner’s rights in all planning efforts.
Response: A private property owner owns the site. In adhering to the procedures and processes adopted by
the comprehensive plan and WRMC that require a detailed review of the proposed amendment and public
hearings, the property rights of the private property owner are being protected and regard is being
demonstrated. The proposed amendment is consistent with this land use goal.
Goal J. Ensure compatibility of residential development with established and projected land use patterns.
Response: The development pattern is designed to ensure compatibility of residential development with the
proposed nonresidential uses within the project as well as the surrounding properties. The proposed land use
patterns are designed to provide buffering between dissimilar type uses by providing less-intensive uses
between high-intensity uses and residential development. This provides a gradual transitioning of uses from a
high-intensity commercial/industrial, to a less-intense commercial, with high-density types of housing
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immediately adjacent to the commercial and lesser densities of housing radiating from the higher intensities
of housing.
17.78.050 Public Hearings and Decision – Legislative Actions
Zoning ordinance text amendments and area-wide rezones are legislative actions, to be heard and decided as
outlined in the procedures of WRMC Title 14.
Response: The applicant is aware of decision process outlined in WRMC Title 14.
Land Use Policies and Strategies:
Policy and Strategy 2. Encourage property owner and resident participation in the creation of local plans
for public improvements, zoning, and other planning concerns.
Response: WRMC Chapter 14.09 requires public hearings with the Planning Commission and City Council to
offer property owners and residents the opportunity to participate in the amendment request. Once the
application has been deemed complete, staff will schedule the public hearing dates and property owners will
be notified by mail of the hearing considering the request. This amendment is consistent with this land use
policy and strategy.
Policy and Strategy 4. Avoid sprawl by concentrating growth within easily accessible neighborhoods to
create a safe and beautiful community that is easy and comfortable to travel within.
Response: The applicant is proposing future layout for arterials and connectors through the site. In addition,
the applicant has expanded that plan and included an entire street network for the site (see Figure 5). The
existing street network, in conjunction with the City’s future planned network and the applicant’s plan, will
ensure development of the site into easily accessible neighborhoods through Ruppert Road, Keene Road,
Belmont Drive and the other planned arterials, collectors, local streets, and pathways. Keene Road provides
connection to W Van Giesen Street, which is also a principal arterial, and with the future extension of Paradise
Way, which is a minor arterial. Sidewalks will be installed as part of the street construction. The site is adjacent
to other RM-6, MR, MPH, and CG city-designated zones and Park District and RL-5 Benton County zones. The
development of this site and the requested modifications to the zoning map are a natural outgrowth of the
surrounding land use classifications, allowing for residential proximity to commercial uses that will be within
walking or biking distance.
Environmental Policies and Strategies:
Policy and Strategy 1. Review new development in the City with sensitivity to environmental issues.
Response: A completed environmental checklist (State Environmental Policy Act or SEPA) is included with this
application package. Future development will account for the critical aquifer recharge area and wetlands with
appropriate reviews, studies, and protections.
Housing Policies and Strategies:
Policy and Strategy 20. Encourage higher density single-family neighborhoods near commercial centers
and other facilities/services to support and encourage non-motorized options.
Response: The proposed amendment proposes HD-RES adjacent to the proposed commercial centers.
Having the HD-RES immediately adjacent to the commercial areas ensures that these higher-density
neighborhoods will have access to commercial services within walking and biking distance.
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Utilities Goals:
Goal 1. Coordinate utility, land use, and transportation planning so that utilities are available or can be
provided to serve in a manner that is fiscally and environmentally responsible, aesthetically acceptable
to the community, and safe for nearby inhabitants.
Response: As part of the review process of future development actions and applications, utilities and street
plans will be submitted for review and approval. Construction of the improvements shown in those approved
plans will then commence.
Policy and Strategy F. Work with purveyors of public services to provide facilities and services concurrent
with development.
Response: While this application does not seek any development, future applications will be for development.
At the time of submittal of those future development applications, the applicant of those applications will
work with the City to extend water and sewer lines to provide services for such development.
17.78.060 Public Hearings and Decision – Site-Specific Rezones
Site-specific rezones are to follow the procedures outlined in WRMC Title 14.
Response: The applicant is aware of decision process outlined in WRMC Title 14. The request is a site-specific
rezone. Accordingly, the procedures for a Type III application will be followed and this is acknowledged
accordingly by the applicant.
17.78.070 Rezoning Request – Criteria
A. The unique characteristics, if any, of the property or circumstances of the owner.
Response: The project site contains 7,653 acres which is within the city limits. The site adjoins the Yakima
River on the west and developed areas to the east. There are no structures on the site. The combination of the
physical features and the applicant’s desire to initiate new urban development which includes a range of
residential densities, commercial, industrial, and open space is unique.
B.

Any hardship that may result in the event the rezone is not granted.

Response: As indicated in the Development Forecast for Red Mountain Property (Development Forecast), the
current zoning pattern will likely lead to an overabundance of commercial land in relation to residential land.
This may create a shortage in housing. Additionally, there is the risk that the commercial-zoned land may sit
vacant and undeveloped (because of the possible glut of unwanted commercial space) creating economic
hardship for the applicant.
C.

The manner in which the proposed rezone conforms to patterns in adjacent zones.

Response: The adjacent zone to the north is Benton County zoning RL-5. To the west, across the Yakima
River, is Benton County zoning Park District. Along the southwest boundary is Benton County zoning RL. To
the south is City of West Richland zoning RM-6, MR, and CG. To the east is City of West Richland zoning
RM-10, MR, CG, and Manufacture Home Park (MH-P).
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The development pattern is designed to ensure compatibility with adjoining uses. The proposed land use
patterns are generally designed to provide buffering between dissimilar zoning by providing less-intensive
uses between high-intensity and lower-intensity development. This provides a transitioning of uses from a
high-intensity commercial/industrial, to a less-intense commercial, with high-density types of housing
immediately adjacent to the commercial and lesser densities of housing radiating from the higher intensities
of housing.
Overall, the goal is to provide commercial development transitioning from higher intensity to a lesser intensity
of a new mixed-use zone, followed by higher to lesser intense residential uses. That same concept applies to
adjacent properties in that the site’s transitioned from higher to lesser intense uses eventually results in the
lesser intense use adjacent to an adjoining property’s more intense use. The result will be transitions from
higher to lesser intensity of uses in all directions in the far future. It is the intent of the proposed changes to
meet that goal.
D.

Any beneficial or adverse effects the granting or denial of the rezone would have on adjacent or
surrounding zones.

Response: The proposed zones and uses are consistent with the current uses and zones of the adjacent and
surrounding zones. This will be of benefit to the surrounding area by providing compatibility and consistency
in zoning. Compatibility and consistency in zoning means that incompatible uses will not be adjacent to each
other, thus fostering increased livability and quality of life. The creation of commercial areas in near proximity
to residential zones serves all the residents in the area, not just the site, by providing commercial uses within
walking and biking distance of both the existing and future residences.
E.

Any beneficial or adverse effects the granting or denial of the rezone would have in relation to the overall
purpose and intent of the comprehensive plan and this title.

Response: The first page of the comprehensive plan notes that the purpose and intent of the plan is to
establish a long-term vision and plan for managing the city’s natural and built environment. The vision states
that the City is a “thriving community that has retained its welcoming, neighborly character” and “grows in
sensible and intentional patterns around established nodes of commercial activity.” The proposed zone
changes further this by allowing the City the opportunity to reevaluate the site’s current zoning in relation to
the recently approved The Heights at Red Mountain Ranch and the zoning and residential uses farther to the
east of the site. When looking at the long-term vision, reducing sprawl and fostering increases in physical
activity which occurs when residents can walk to destinations and local services are objectives of that vision as
discussed on page 16 of the Comprehensive Plan. Page 56 of the Comprehensive Plan notes that a high rate
of home ownership is “highly desirable, as home ownership may foster neighborhood stability and protect
against neighborhood decline.” In summary, the proposed zone change will be consistent with the
surrounding zones and uses, it will be a natural extension of the already existing and in-process residential
and commercial development to the south, it will provide more housing stock for home ownership, it will
provide a variety of housing types for those not seeking home ownership, and it will provide a transitioned
node of higher to lesser intense uses eventually joining existing and future higher to lesser intense uses. All
these features serve to fulfill the City’s vision of creating that thriving community with a welcoming and
neighborly character.
F.

The benefits or detriments accruing to the city which would result from the granting or denial of this special
permit.
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Response: The main benefit to approving this request is the opportunity to provide more housing and more
neighborhood-oriented commercial service areas around arterial and collector extensions. The approval will
result in a greater area allowed for residential use, with a variety of housing types. This will serve the growing
population and increased demand for housing. The other main benefit is the fostering of full occupancy and
utilization of commercial property. Without the requested zoning to reduce commercial and increase
residential, the City will have an overabundance of commercial land in relation to residential land. This may
create a shortage in housing. Additionally, there is the risk that the commercial-zoned land may sit vacant and
undeveloped (because of the possible glut of unwanted commercial space). Undeveloped land is taxed at a
lower rate than developed land, which creates less revenue for the City. Another benefit to the City, then, to
approving the request is increased revenue from property tax dollars resulting from the developed land.
G.

Whether the proposed rezone represents a better use of the land from the standpoint of the comprehensive
plan than the original zone.

Response: The following excerpt from page 10 of the Development Forecast explains why the proposed
rezone is a better use of the land than the current zoning.
“The most evident potential problem with the current zoning is the disproportionate amount of
commercial land in relation to the projected local population and housing. Due to the distance to the
freeway, even with the new proposed connection, the subject property is not likely to become a regional
retail destination and retail markets are transitioning rapidly, and are in decline nationally, due to online
shopping and other market trends. Office space is also in decline nationally and is increasingly considered
obsolete in today’s shifting market.
Over 3.6 million square feet of potential retail and office commercial space on the subject property is an
unrealistic aspiration, even over a 20-year time frame.”
The Development Forecast discusses national retail market and national office market trends and their decline
in more detail on pages 22 and 23. Regional competition for the different markets and housing is discussed
from pages 23 through 34. The Development Forecast concludes with a recommendation of utilizing its “best
case high growth scenario” to enable fulfillment of the City’s vision “to become a more diversified and
balanced community with a tax base that is supported by a variety of other land uses that includes multifamily
housing and commercial, especially retail commercial.”
H.

Whether the proposed rezone represents spot zoning and whether a larger area should be considered.

Response: The proposal is to review the zoning of 7,653 acres. This is a substantial area and is not a spot
zone.
I.

Impacts on the environment and public safety.

Response: The application package includes a completed SEPA checklist as a non-project action. Any
development of, on, or to the site must comply with all state and federal environmental regulations, including
completion of a SEPA checklist specific to that development action project.
Environmental studies will be performed on the site as part of the planned action Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS).
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Engineering for water and sewer will be prepared and reviewed by the City prior to any construction activities.
The requested amendment does not change the fact that the site is already part of the City with city land use
classifications and zone designations, slated for development. The land use classifications and zone
designations are being reapportioned to be more in line with projected demands for housing in relation to
commercial uses.
Regarding parks, new parks will be planned and constructed as part of future development applications.
Police protection is currently provided by the West Richland Police Department and fire protection is provided
by Benton County Fire District #4. Such protection will continue. The site is located within the Richland School
District, which provides public school services for the area.
17.78.100 City Council – Power to Initiate Zoning Change – Procedure
When it deems it to be in the public interest, the city council may initiate consideration of an amendment or a
reclassification.
Response: The applicant is not requesting the City Council to initiate this zone change.
17.78.120 Nonregulatory Amendment – No Public Hearing Required
The correction of scrivener’s errors or typographic errors or omissions that does not impose, remove, or modify
any regulation theretofore existing and affecting the zoning status of land or buildings shall be processed in the
same manner prescribed by this chapter for the adoption of other amendments, except that no public hearing
shall be required either by the planning commission or by the city council.
Response: The applicant is not requesting a nonregulatory amendment.
17.78.130 Rezone Petition – Resubmittal After Six-Month Wait Permitted
A petition for rezone which has been disapproved by the city council cannot be resubmitted within six months of
the date of disapproval.
Response: The applicant is aware of this provision.
17.78.170 Planning Commission – Administrative Exception – Lot Line Interpretations
Where the street or lot layout actually on the ground, or as recorded, differs from the street or lot lines as shown
on the zoning map, the planning commission, after notice to the owners of the property and after public hearing,
shall interpret the map in such a way as to carry out the intent and purposes of this title. In case of any question
as to the location of any boundary line between zoning districts, a request for interpretation on the zoning map
may be made to the planning commission and a determination shall be made by the planning commission. Such
determination is a Type III action and shall be considered in accordance with the procedures for such actions as
set forth in WRMC Title 14.
Response: The applicant is not requesting a lot line interpretation.
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